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ABSTRACT.

Analysis was performed to derive local conditions heat transfer
parameters and their uncertainties using computer codes and
experimentally derived boundary conditions for the Semiscale core for
LOCA Test S-02-9. Calculations performed consisted of nominal code
cases using best-estimate input parameters and cases where the
specified input parameters were perturbed in accordance with the
response surface method of uncertainty analysis. The output
parameters of interest were those that are used in film boiling heat
transfer correlations including enthalpy, pressure, quality, and
coolant flow rate. Large uncertainty deviations occurred during low
core mass flow periods where the relative flow uncertainties were
large. Utilizing the derived local conditions and their associated
uncertainties, a study was then made which showed the uncertainty in
film boiling heat transfer coefficient varied between 5 and 250%. A
sensitivity study on a large PWR then showed that a 20% uncertainty in
the. film boiling heat transfer coefficient would resultAan uncertainty
in predicted cladding temperature of 28 K during a 200% cold leg break
LOCA.
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INTRODUCTION

The development and assessment of heat transfer correlations used
in. the- prediction of temperatures in water-cooled nuclear reactors
undergoing transients requires a comprehensive data base compatible
with the thermal-hydraulic conditions observed during the transient.

Traditionally, data for most heat transfer regimes have come from
relatively small steady-state single effects tests using simple
geometries. During a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), however,
specific combinations of hydraulic conditions exist that cannot be
simulated in single effects tests. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) has sponsored several integral systems experiments which
simulate postulated reactor transients in a pressurized water reactor
(PWR). The Semiscale Mod-1 facility is one such experiment which
utilizes an electrically heated, 40-rod bundle core with water as the
coolant to simulate pipe ruptures from nominal PWR operating pressure
and temperature.

The purpose of the Semiscale nonnuclear, thermal-hydraulic
experiments is to provide experimental data that can be applied to the
development and verification of analytical models describing LOCA
phenomena in water-cooled nuclear power plants. It is desirable to
utilize as much experimental data from this experiment as possible.
However, few data measurements are available in-core. Local
thermal-hydraulic conditiors throughout the core must be determined
using analytical methods in conjunction with appropriate
experimentally determined boundary conditions.

In addition to the integral experiments, the NRC most recently
has established the Reactor Safety Research (RSR) Data Base Program to
accomodate the need for data generated by the nuclear community. This
program establishes the capability for depositing data related to
nuclear safety experiments into a series of compatible topical data
bases (i.e., heat transfer, critical flow, pump) such that they are
easily available for analysis, comparison, and code verification. The

overall data bank comprises the experimental facilities that produce
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the applicable test data; the technical service organizations that
coordinate and provide input to the banks, and provide an analytical
system for data processing; and the actual data repositories which
provide output to the users.

The study described in this paper had four basic objectives:
(1) to calculate local conditions for Semiscale Test S-02-9; (2) to
calculate associated uncertainty bands resulting from data measurement
uncertainties; (3) to quantify the maximum allowable uncertainties;
and, (4) to select the appropriate local conditions as data for the
Heat Transfer Data Bank (HTDB). To this end, the internal core
thermal-hydraulics were calculated using .boundary conditions derived
from measured data and the core energy transfer rate calculated from
measured heater rod temperature data. Uncertainties in the calculated
local conditions were then determined by a response surface
technique. It should be noted that in this study, uncertainty
analysis is defined as a study of the effect of measurement inaccuracy
on computed heat transfer parameters. In order to define the maximum
acceptable error in the heat transfer coefficient for film boiling, a
thermal-hydraulic model of the Zion Nuclear Power Plant was used to
determine the sensitivity on cladding temperature. Details of the
results of these calculations are presented in this paper.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The method described herein involves using measured core test
data as boundary conditions for use in analytical codes to calculate
local conditions. An inverse heat conduction code, INVERT (1) was
utilized to calculate surface heat fluxes, heat transfer coefficients,
and surface temperatures from the measured transient heater rod
temperature data at specific rod thermocouple locations. The
specified energy transfer from the core heater rods was then used in
conjunction with in-core measured test data to define fluid state and
flow for boundary conditions to a thermal-hydraulic code, RELAP4 (2),
to derive local conditions. In this manner, pressure, fluid
temperature, mass flow, density, enthalpy, and quality were obtained
at specified axial locations. Upon completion of the baseline cases
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for both codes, response surface statistical methods (3) were utilized
to calculate the error bound on the derived ^ocal variables. Error
bounds for both the experimental and code input parameters were
determined. Then, analyses were performed with specific input data
perturbations on the parameters in accordance with the response
surface method of uncertainty analysis. At this point, the derivation
of the uncertainty bounds on the codes output variables utilizing the
response surface procedure vas accomplished. These three data sets
when combined with further derived information from state properties
are then input to the HTDB. Using the results of the individual
parameter uncertainties, a study was made using, the Zion PWR as a
basis to establish the maximum allowable uncertainty on heat transfer
coefficient.

SEMISCALE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND OPERATING PROCEDURE

The Semiscale Mod-1 experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 1.
This apparatus is used to obtain transient thermal-hydraulic data
under simulated LOCA conditions. The Semiscale system,-which has a
liquid volume of approximately 0.22 m , consists of a pressure
vessel and internals, an intact loop including a pressurizer, steam
generator, and coolant pump; and a broken loop with hydraulic
.resistances that simulate an inactive steam generator and a locked
rotor pump. The intact loop .of the Semiscale system models three
loops of a typical four-loop PWR. The broken loop simulates the
fourth PWR loop. Simulated pipe ruptures are performed by blowing out
rupture disks in the broken loop piping. A detailed description of
the system configuration can be found in Reference 4.

The Mod-1 core in the Semiscale system consists of 40
electrically heated rods of typical PWR fuel rod diameter (1.072 cm).
Four Chrome!-Alumel thermocouples swaged between an inner and outer
cladding provide rod cladding temperature measurements at different
axial locations along the 168-cm heated length of the heater rods.
The overall length of the rod is approximately 526 cm and the bottom
of the 169-cm heated section is approximately 363 cm below the vessel
cold leg center line. The rods extend from the bottom of the heated
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section to the upper plenum and pass out through the vessel upper
head. The axial power distribution has a chopped cosine shape with a
center axial power factor of 1.58. The core has a flat radial
profile.

Fluid density, flew, pressure, and temperature measurements were
made at the core inlet and in the intact and broken loop hot leg
piping adjacent to the vessel upper plenum. Fluid temperatures were
measured at every other grid spacer in the heated core. Fluid density
measurements were obtained from a gamma attenuation device. The flow
measurements were obtained from both a turbine flowmeter (which
measured volumetric flow rate) and a drag disk flowmeter (which
measured momentum flux) used in conjunction with the fluid density
measurement. Fluid temperature was measured using a Chrome!-ATumel
thermocouple or platinum resistance temperature detector. A strain
gage diaphragm transducer connected between the upper and lower
plenums by water filled sense lines was used to measure the upper to
lower plenum differential pressure. A Hall-effect multiplier device
measured total core power, a digital voltmeter measured core voltage,
and a shunt circuit provided core current.

Experimental data from Test S-02-9 (5) were used in this
analysis,. Test S-02-9 was a simulated double offset shear cold leg
break test. Conditions prior to rupture were a core power of 1.56 MW,
a core inlet temperature of 557 K, a core temperature rise of 38 K, a
system pressure of 15.5 MPa, and a peak power density of 38.9 kW/m.
For this test the core contained one failed heater rod, 38 powered
heater rods, and one liquid level probe.

In preparation for Test S-02-9, the system was filled with
treated demineralized water and vented to assure a liquid full
system. The system was heated to inital conditions and held for 10 to
20 minutes in order co establish system equilibrium. The rupture
assemblies were then actuated to produce a simulated double-ended pipe
break. Digitized data were recorded at approximately 17-ms
intervals.



CORE ENERGY TRANSFER CALCULATIONS

The core energy transfer rates were calculated using the INVERT
computer program. INVERT solves the nonlinear inverse heat conduction
equation for a one-dimensional solid. The program uses the
least-square method proposed by Beck (6). In this method, the surface
heat flux is estimated for the present and future time intervals by
minimizing the sum of the squared differences between the measured and
Calculated temperatures over the interval.

The INVERT model of the Semiscale heater rod is analogous to that
of a direct heat conduction model. Thus, a geometrical model
including materials and dimensions is required as well as the
thermal-equilibrium conditions (power, peaking factors, fluid
temperature, and pressure). Using this approach, the nominal output
for heat flux, heat transfer coefficient, and surface temperature was
calculated for the 72 thermocouples of Test S-02-9. Once these runs
were accomplished, an INVERT uncertainty study based on the high power
level (level 5) was constructed. Considering both code parameters and
experimental input parameters that comprise the analytical model, a
list of eleven parameters were chosen as being the significant
variables of interest for a statistical uncertainty analysis, as shown
in Table I. The error bands on these INVERT boundary conditions'"were
derived from a Semiscale uncertainty analysis (5). Specific input
data perturbations were then chosen for the eleven variables in
accordance with a statistical procedure called the response surface
method of uncertainty analysis. These perturbations involved separate
+ and - 2 sigma variations on the specific input variables per run;
and then, combinations of interactions of + and - 1 sigma variations
on all the variables. A total of 46 runs comprised the total INVERT
uncertainty study. These are summarized in Table II. With the
completion of these perturbation runs, it was necessary to define a
single heat flux for each of the axial power zones in order that the
results could be utilized for the boundary conditions for the
thermal-hydraulic calculations. This was achieved by taking an
arithmetic average of the calculated variables at each of the axial
power levels. At this point, the response surface procedure computed
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the probability density functions for heat flux, surface temperature,
and heat transfer coefficient at the hot spot which then were utilized
to apply 95# uncertainty bounds to these variables. Ninety-five
percent uncertainty bounds are defined as the probability of the
specific variable at any time point being within the derived bounds

of the time.

CORE ENERGY TRANSFER RESULTS

INVERT calculations for heat flux, surface temperature, and heat
transfer coefficient, and their corresponding uncertainty bounds are
presented in Figures 2 through 4. In general,-the calculated
quantities are typical of blowdown heat transfer tests. The
transition through several heat transfer regimes is evident in the hot
spot heat flux and heat transfer coefficient responses. All of the
level 5 thermocouples indicated a critical heat flux to occur within
800 ms of the cold leg rupture. The transition from forced convection
heat transfer through nucleate boiling is rapid at the hot spot as DNB
is attained in 35 ms with a subsequent transition to film boiling.
With this transition, the predicted surface temperature rises smoothly
approaching design limits for the rod (950 K).

The 95£ uncertainty bounds shown are derived from the response
surface uncertainty analysis for the 46 parametric runs. In the study
all the variables were affected most strongly by varying the
thermocouple nodal location and then the axial, and radial peaking
factors. Heat flux was affected least by variations in thermocouple
temperature, whereav heat transfer coefficient and surface temperature
were affected least by variation in the boron nitride material
properties.

CORE THERMAL-HYDRAULIC CALCULATIONS

The core thermal-hydraulics were calculated using the RELAP4
computer program. RELAP4 is a code that can predict the transient
behavior of water-cooled nuclear reactors (or simulators) subjected to
postulated accidents such as those resulting from a LOCA. It is a
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comprehensive program that predicts the interrelated effects of
coolant thermal-hydraulics, system heat transfer, core neutronics, and
system component interactions. The code solves the governing
conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy using
homogeneous flow theory and thermal-equilibrium conditions. The
program requires input for the geometry of the system including fluid
volumes, initial flow, pressure and temperature distributions, power
generation, and material properties. The results of the INVERT study
were utilized to supply the core energy boundary conditions, with the
hydraulic boundary condition obtained from the measured flow rates,
densities, and pressures in the instrumentation spools at the inlet
and outlet to the core.

The code modeled the Semi scale facility with a core model from
the lower plenum to the outlet spools in the broken and intact hot
legs with a 1 channel (core average model) as illustrated in
Figure 5. The model contained 49 fluid volumes (40 in-core) where
calculations for pressure, temperature, density, enthalpy, and quality
were made, and 50 fluid junctions for calculations for mass flow. The
INVERT core-averaged heat fluxes supplied the power boundary condition
at the 10 axial power steps. Fifty heat slabs were utilized to model
the core structure for heat transfer effects. The hydraulic boundary
conditions used in the RELAP4 calculations included: fluid-state
(pressure and density) at the broken hot leg (spool 30), and flow rate
(mass flow and enthalpy) at the core flow mixer box and the intact hot
leg spool (spool 1). These hydraulic boundary conditions were
calculated from measured test data. The grid spacers, the mixer plate
in the core barrel inlet housing, and other pertinent syste-i flow
resistances were included in the model as constant resistance factors
determined from single phase fluid experimental data (5).

The RELAP4 calculated variables were recorded onto magnetic tape
at 17 ms intervals which was the sampling interval for Test S-02-9.

Using this model, the nominal core-averaged output was calculated

at all of the axial thermocouple locations for the 10 power steps.

With this run accomplished, a RELAP4 uncertainty study analogous to
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the INVERT uncertainty study was constructed. A fifty-seven possible
blowdown parameters of importance for a Semiscale uncertainty
study (7) were considered, of which 13 were significant to this
study. These include the heat fluxes far the 10 axial power steps,
the mass flow in the lower plenum, the mass flow in the intact hot
leg, and the pressure in the broken hot leg. Table III presents the
specific input data perturbations applied to these 13 parameters in
accordance with the response surface methodology. A total of 44 runs
comprised the total RELAP4 uncertainty study. The error bands on the
heat fluxes were derived from the INVERT study. The assumption was
made that the high power level heat fiux percentage uncertainty was
applicable to all the Semiscale power levels. The erroi* bands on the
mass flows and pressure were obtained from a prior Semiscale
uncertainty study (7).

CORE THERMAL-HYDRAULIC CALCULATIONS

Local thermal-hydraulic conditions calculated by RELAP4 for the
first 15 seconds of Test S-02-9 and the corresponding 95% uncertainty
bounds are presented in Figures 6 through 10. A brief scenario of the
predicted thermal-hydraulic response follows.

If a complete rupture were to occur in an inlet (cold leg) pipe
to a PWR vessel, the loss-of-coolant would rapidly depressurize the
system, the core coolant would reverse flow direction, and eventually
the core would experience CHF, resulting in a rapid increase in fuel
rod surface temperatures. The following results quantify the effects
of such a postulated accident.

Figure 6 presents the hot spot mass flow rate. As shown, shortly
after initiation of the transient, the low flow resistance path to the
cold leg break produced a rapid flow reversal throughout the entire
core. After this flow reversal, the predicted flow remained negative
for the remainer of the analysis up to the 99 cm level where the core
flow stagnated. The 95% uncertainty bounds for mass flow predict the
upper bound is greater-than -200% at 1.2 seconds. At later times, the
absolute deviations are smaller although the percentage deviations are
larger.



Figure 7 presents the hot spot density prediction. As shown, the
prediction indicates an immediate voiding in the 0.5 to 1.0 second
interval due to the core emptying from both ends and the fluid being
reheated as it passes back down through the core. Minor oscillations
which correspond to the flow oscillations result until 5 seconds where
the void fraction remains high for the remainder of the analysis. The
upper uncertainty bound is at times larger than 350% of nominal with
the lower bound as small as 0. The largest uncertainties occur from 4
to 8 seconds.

Figure 8 presents the hot spo' fluid pressure. As shown, the
system passes through the subcooled blowdown from 15.5 MPa to 11 MPa
in 70 ms to attain saturation conditions. Past this point, the entire
core depressurizes almost linearly to 5.6 MPa at 14.5 secjnds. The
95% uncertainty bounds for pressure differed from the nominal by at
most +7%.

Figure 9 presents the hot spot fluid temperature. As shown,
after the slight initial temperature rise due to increased heat
transfer, the fluid temperature gradually decreases with the system
pressure following a saturation line response. In this case, the
uncertainty bounds for fluid temperature are qualitative only. As
shown., the upper bound differs greatly from the -lominal value during
superheated conditions.

Figure 10 presents the hot spot enthalpy prediction. As shown,
except for a short interval at approximately. 1.0 second, a saturated
environment was maintained throughout the entire analysis. The 95%
upper uncertainty bound is at times larger than 250% of nominal with
the lower bound smaller than 40% of nominal. The largest
uncertainties occur from 3 to 8 seconds.

COMPARISON OF RELAP4 VARIABLES AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The accuracy of the RELAP4 model to calculate local conditions

can be quantified by data comparisc F the experimental output from

the spool instrumentation and the R ..-tP4 predictions for these
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variables. Since flow rate was specified in the core flow mixer box
and the intact hot leg spool (Spool 1), and fluid state was specified
in the broken hot leg spool (Spool 30), reasonable comparison of fluid
state and flow rate, respectively, in these spools would indicate that
RELAP4 calculated the interior thermal-hydraulic behavior correctly
for the Semiscale core.

Comparisons between RELAP4 calculations and experimental data are
presented in Figures 11 through 15. Comparisons of the analytical
predictions and experimental output for the fluid temperature and
density in the core flow mixer box are shown in Figures 11 and 12. As
shown, temperature predictions follow the experimental saturation line
temperature until 1.05 seconds where the instrumentation recorded the
superheat spike. This superheat is not predicted by the code, and the
calculation also does not predict the superheat spike at 3.55 or from
6.5 to 10 seconds. The RELAP4 fluid density prediction significantly
overpredicts the experimental output for the first 1.1 seconds of the
analysis. Reasonable comparison is evidenced for the remainder of the
analysis. It should be noted that there was a 200 ms time interval
between 100 and 300 ms where the drag disk reached its mechanical
limit. Since no data was available past this point, the maximum
reverse flow rate utilized for this time period was -9.2 kg/s. A
COBRA-IV-I calculation by Snider (8) yielded mass flows in the
vicinity of -13.6 kg/s, which could be reasonable output for this time
period. A difference such as this in the input flow boundary
conditions is thought to be enough to perturb the density and
temperature predictions enough to better match the experimental
output. With the increased negative flow, the temperature would
increase in the 100 to 300 ms period where the data is
underpredicted. The density and the quality would also be affected by
the more rapid emptying of the core, thus lowering and raising these
predictions respectively.

Reasonable comparisons of the analytical predictions and

experimental output for fluid temperature and density in the intact

hot leg spool are shown in Figures 13 and 14. The temperature

prediction follows the experimental trends, slightly underpredicting
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the output. The fluid density prediction slightly overpredicts the
experimental output for the interval from 2.5 to 5 seconds, but for
the most part, matches the experimental data very well.

A comparison of the RELAP4 calculated mass flow and the
experimental data in the broken hot leg spool 1s shown in Figure 15.
As shown, excellent agreement is obtained in the comparison.

The heat transfer effects of the structure surrounding the core
was sizeable in the study for the first 5 seconds of the transient.
The code predicted considerable amounts of energy to be deposited from
the coolant to the structure adjacent to the inlet and hot spot, while
the structure adjacent to the outlet predicts a comparable amount of
energy to be deposited from the structure to the coolant.

DATA SELECTION TECHNIQUE

As noted, one of the main uses of the data obtained from this
study would be for the development and assessment of correlations to
predict heat transfer coefficients. Film boiling correlations are a
function of those variables obtained from this study. To
quantitatively assess the effects of the individual output parameter
uncertainties of this study on uncertainties in the predicted heat
transfer coefficients derived from correlations, a study was made
using a RELAP4 model of the Zion PWR as a basis to establish the
maximum allowable uncertainty on the heat transfer coefficient.

DATA SELECTION CALCULATION

Surface heat transfer coefficients during f i lm boiling are
primarily a function of four parameters: pressure, quality, mass flow
rate, and surface temperature. Applying the linear error proprogation
method of Beers (9), the 95% uncertainty bounds on the heat transfer
coefficient (h) can be defined as a function of these four
parameters. The partial derivatives of h with respect to the four
variables were evaluated using the Groeneveld 5.7, Dougall-Rohsenow,
and Condie-Bengston I I I fi lm boiling correlations (2) using the
parameter values from the nominal INVERT and RELAP4 runs.
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Tiie 95% uncertainty bounds for the calculated heat transfer
coefficients from the Groenveld correlation are shown for the
conditions »t the hot spot in Figure 16. The plot shows 95%
uncertainty bounds in heat transfer coefficients as a function of time
ranging from 10% to 700%. The Dougall-Rohsenow and
Condie-Bengston III correlations follow these trends.

To determine the maximum allowable uncertainty on the film
boiling heat transfer coefficient which could be tolerated, a
sensitivity study was then conducted to identify the effect of heat
transfer coefficient uncertainties on predicted-clad temperatures.
The maximum allowable heat transfer coefficient uncertainty was
assumed to be one that would produce a 28 K difference in the clad
temperatures during film boiling for a large PWR experiencing a 200%
cold leg blowdown transient.

Utilizing a RELAP4 model of the Zion.nuclear power plant, a
multiplier on the film boiling heat transfer correlation was
systematically varied from 0.8 to 1.2 to obtain the temperature
sersitivity. Figure 17 indicates that a 20% change in the heat
transfer coefficient will give a maximum temperature difference of
28 K from the nominal. Thus, a 20% uncertainty in the heat transfer
coefficient was used as a basis of data selection for the HTDB.
Referring to Figure 16 where the 20% limits have been drawn on the
curve, it is evident that only a small portion of Test S-02-9 local
conditions data will be utilized for HTBO purposes.

CONCLUSIONS

The data of this study is useful for those time intervals where
the uncertainty bounds are narrow. The INVERT results present
specific in-depth data per heater rod, whereas the RELAP4 results
present core average local conditions that are the usual data for
correlation development and verification purposes. On the basis of
these results, the specific conclusions can be drawn:
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(a) This study has quantified the effect of measurement
uncertainties on calculated local conditions for Semiscale
Test S-02-9.

(b) The nominal code output of this study indicates the
capability to predict local in-core fluid conditions with
analytical techniques based on the analytical versus
experimental comparison in the system spool pieces.

(c) The uncertainties addressed in this study are believed to be
the major errors which will affect local conditions
calculations. .Additional uncertainties, such as "random
error" in the instruments, or the uncertainty in code
mathematical models would increase the calculated local

co iditions presented in this study.

(d) The magnitude of the uncertainty bounds at specific
transient times of the RELAP4 predicted fluid conditions
will limit the usefulness of the data for correlation
development or verification purposes. High uncertainties in
the measured flow rate as it approaches zero causes
unacceptably high uncertainties in the calculated local
conditions. During those portions of the transient where
the flow departs significantly from zero, a reduced flow
uncertainty is obtained, which allows for calculation of
acceptable local conditions characterized by uncertainties
in calculated heat transfer coefficients of 20% or less.
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TABLE I

Error Bands on INVERT

Variable
Axial peaking factor
Radial peaking factor
Thermocouple temperature
Fluid temperature
Power

Steady state
@ decay levels

Material properties
(K)
(pep)

Thermocouple location
Pressure

± 2a
6.7%
6.7%
3.5 K
2.0 K

15.3 kW (-1.0%)
3.33 kW (-6.7%)

- 8 %
- 1 3 %

0.165 mm
- 1 3 psid

\

INEL-S-14 059



TABLE I I

oo

Invert Uncertainty Analyses

00

01

02

03

o

45

46

Tf

0

+1CF

+ia

-1a

0

0

Tj

0

AG

+ia

+ia

0

0

p

0

+ia

AG

+ia

0

0

fa

o

-1a

+ia

-la

0

0

fr

0

-ia

-ia

+ia

0

0

KBN

0

-1a

AG

-1a

0

0

PCPBN

0

+ia

-1a

-1a

0

0

KH

0

+ia

+ia

-1a

-

0

0

pCpH

0

+ia

+ia

+ia

+2 a

-2 a

'njPsat

0

0

0

Q

0

0

0

+10

AG

+10

0

0

0 = nominal conditions
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TABLE I I I

RELAP4 Uncertainty Analyses
00 = Nominal Condition

Run

00

01

02

03
o

•

•

43

44

qi

00

+2CJ

00

00

00

00

Q2

00

00

+2 a

00

00

00

q3

00

00

00

+2 a

00

00

q4

00

00

00

00

J

00

00

qs

00

00

00

00

+ia

+1(7

q6

00

00

00

00

+icr

-ia

q7

00

00

00

00

-ia

+ia

qs

00

00

00

00

-ia

+ia

q9

00

€0

00

00

+ia

-ia

qio

00

00

00

00

00

00

mp

00

00

00

00

-ia

-ia

ms

00

00

00

00

00

00

P

00

00

00

00

-ia

-ia

Variables: Axial heat fluxes: q-j -
Mass flow lower plenum: mp
Mass flow intact hot leg: ms

Pressure broken hoi leg: P
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MOD-1 Semiscale System
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Surface Heat Flux Uncertainty Bounds
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Fig. 2 Surface heat flux uncertainty bounds
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Surface Temperature Uncertainty Bounds
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Fig. 3 Surface temperature uncertainty bounds



Heat Transfer Coefficient
ncertainty Bounds
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